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Calendar Tong Shu Qi Men Dun Jia
Feng Shui Daily Calendar 2021 *Choosing Auspicious Dates *Auspicious Time
*Important Activities *Lucky and Unlucky Signs
Presented from the viewpoint of the history of mathematics, this book explores
both epistemological aspects of Chinese traditional mathematical astronomy and
lunisolar calendrical calculations. The following issues are addressed: (1)
connections with non-Chinese cultural areas; (2) the possibility or impossibility of
using mathematics to predict astronomical phenomena, a question that was
constantly raised by the Chinese from antiquity through medieval times; (3) the
modes of representation of numbers, and in particular the zero, found in the
context of Chinese calendrical calculations; and (4) a detailed analysis of
lunisolar calendrical calculations. Fully worked-out examples and comparisons
between the results of calculations and the content of Chinese historical
calendars from various periods are provided. Traditional Chinese calendrical and
mathematical astronomy consists of permanently reformed mathematical
procedures designed to predict, but not explain, phenomena pertaining to
astronomy and related areas. Yet, despite appearances, models of the
mathematical techniques hidden behind this voluminous corpus reveal that they
depend on a limited number of clear-cut mathematical structures. Although only a
small fraction of these techniques have been fully studied, what is known
surprisingly broadens our knowledge of the history of Chinese mathematics.
Sinologists interested in the history of Chinese science, and anyone interested in
the history of Chinese mathematics, the Chinese calendar, and the history of
Chinese mathematical astronomy from its origin (104 BC) to its European reform
(AD 1644) will find this book very useful. The present English language edition is
a fully revised and updated version of the French original. Even though this is a
research monograph in sinology, no particular sinological background is required,
although a basic understanding of ‘concrete mathematics’ is needed. From the
reviews of the French edition: This is a demanding, rigorous book to read ...
worth the concentrated study it requires. The rewards are not only in the details
but in the general overview that ...[it] provides. Joseph Dauben, EASTM, 2011
...first Work in a Western language to turn to for anyone interested in the details
of Chinese calendrical computations. Benno Van Dalen, ISIS, 2011 Martzloff’s
careful scholarship and his overall look at the calendar beyond astronomical
calculations, ..., make this book a most valuable contributions to a field of
increasing interest. U. D’Ambrosio, Mathematical Reviews, 2013
Few ideas in Chinese discourse are as ubiquitous as ming, variously understood
as “command,” “allotted lifespan,” “fate,” or “life.” In the earliest days of Chinese
writing, ming was already present, invoked in divinations and etched into ancient
bronzes; it has continued to inscribe itself down to the twenty-first century in
literature and film. This volume assembles twelve essays by some of the most
eminent scholars currently working in Chinese studies to produce the first
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comprehensive study in English of ming’s broad web of meanings. The essays
span the history of Chinese civilization and represent disciplines as varied as
religion, philosophy, anthropology, literary studies, history, and sociology. Crosscultural comparisons between ancient Chinese views of ming and Western
conceptions of moira and fatum are discussed, providing a specific point of
departure for contrasting the structure of attitudes between the two civilizations.
Ming is central to debates on the legitimacy of rulership and is the crucial variable
in Daoist manuals for prolonging one’s life. It has preoccupied the philosopher
and the poet and weighed on the minds of commoners throughout imperial
China. Ming was the subject of the great critic Jin Shengtan’s last major literary
work and drove the narrative of such classic novels as The Investiture of the
Gods and The Romance of the Three Kingdoms. Confucius, Mencius, and most
other great thinkers of the classical age, as well as those in ages to come, had
much to say on the subject. It has only been eschewed in contemporary Chinese
philosophy, but even its effacement there has ironically turned it into a sort of
absent cause. Contributors: Stephen Bokenkamp, Zong-qi Cai, Robert Campany,
Woei Lien Chong, Deirdre Sabina Knight, Christopher Lupke, Mu-chou Poo,
Michael Puett, Lisa Raphals, P. Steven Sangren, David Schaberg, Patricia
Sieber.
It's another new year celebrating everything under the Sun, including the Moon,
with The Old Farmer's Almanac, America's oldest continuously published
periodical! Always timely, topical, and distinctively "useful, with a pleasant degree
of humor," the Almanac has been beloved for centuries by people from all walks
of life. As the nation's iconic calendar, the 2020 edition will forecast cultural,
culinary, and other life-changing trends; preview notable astronomical events;
provide time- and money-saving tips for gardeners of all varieties; set the hook
for best fishing days; forecast traditionally 80 percent-accurate weather; and
cover a range of related topics, including anniversaries, folklore, husbandry,
home remedies, recipes, amusement, contests, and more--too much more to
mention--all in the inimitable way it has done since 1792.
Though there are a number of well-written works on Chinese divination, there are
none that deal with the three sophisticated devices that were employed by the
Chinese Astronomical Bureau in the eleventh century and for hundreds of years
thereafter. Chinese experts applied the methods associated with these devices to
both weather forecasting and to the interpretation of human affairs. Hidden by a
veil of secrecy, these methods have always been relatively little known other than
by their names. The first work in any language to explore these three methods,
known as sanshi (three cosmic boards), this book sheds light on a topic which
has been shrouded in mystery for centuries, having been kept secret for many
years by the Chinese Astronomical Bureau.
One of the most complete and easy-to-understand book on classical Feng Shui,
this revision includes coverage of the next level of a method of classical feng shui
called Flying Start. Photographs and floorplans are included.
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Everything about Yourself is Written on the Face This book takes you through a
guided journey in the ancient art of Chinese Face Reading or Mian Xiang. With
superbly realistic 3D-like graphics and entertaining commentaries, this book is
the perfect introduction to the powerful and immensely useful art of Face
Reading. This handy reference is your go-to guide to read the faces of friends,
family or strangers - with astounding accuracy.
Embrace A Privileged Wisdom With over 1000 pages, The Chinese Metaphysics
Compendium is by far, the most pivotal guide to everything you need and want to
know about Chinese Metaphysics. In fact, it is a compilation of all the essential
formulas and applications that govern the study of Chinese Metaphysics known
and practiced today. Definitely an indispensable go-to reference to students and
master practitioners alike.
Stories and Lessons on Feng Shui is a compilation of stories written by leading
international Feng Shui and Chinese Astrology Master Trainer Joey Yap. This
collection of fun, entertaining and easy-to-read stories provides readers with a
unique way to learn, explore and discover more about Classical Feng Shui and
Chinese Astrology. This revolutionary book for the Feng Shui enthusiast also
teaches you simple, straightforward classical methods for improving the Feng
Shui of your home. There is also a Mailbag section, where common and popular
questions about Feng Shui are authoritatively answered. Educational, fun yet
practical, this book will help you see Feng Shui in a new light and gain an
appreciation for Classical Feng Shui in its true form.
The Butterfly Lovers Story, sometimes called the Chinese Romeo and Juliet, has
been enduringly popular in China and Korea. In Transforming Gender and
Emotion, Sookja Cho demonstrates why the Butterfly Lovers Story is more than
just a popular love story. By unveiling the complexity of themes and messages
concealed beneath the tale’s modern classification as a tragic love story, this
book reveals the tale as a rich academic subject for students of human emotions
and relationships, comparative geography and culture, and narrative adaptation.
By examining folk beliefs and ideas that abound in the narrative—including rebirth
and a second life, the association of human souls and butterflies, and women’s
spiritual power—this book presents the Butterfly Lovers Story as an example of
local religious narrative. The book’s cross-cultural comparisons, best manifested
in its discussion of a shamanic ritual narrative version from the Cheju Island of
Korea, frame the story as a catalyst for inclusive, expansive discussion of
premodern Korean and Chinese literatures and cultures. This scrutiny of the
historical and cultural background behind the formation and popularization of the
Cheju Island version sheds light on important issues in the Butterfly Lovers Story
that are not frequently discussed—either in past examinations of this particular
narrative or in the overall literary studies of China and Korea. This new, open
approach presents an innovative framework for understanding premodern literary
and cultural space in East Asia.
An Improved Must-Have Reference for Everything Qi Men Joey Yap's Qi Men
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Dun Jia Compendium is the most comprehensive reference book to the Qi Men
Dun Jia in the Chinese Metaphysics world. This book contains all the detailed
references to the components, methodologies and attributes pertaining to the Qi
Men Dun Jia system. Joey Yap has extracted, transliterated and tabulated the
essential information from the ancient classics of Qi Men Dun Jia and presented
them in simple English. Designed for the purpose of facilitating studies and
further research, this book aims to bridge the gap for students and further
research, this book aims to bridge the gap for students who want to learn, and
the teachers who want to teach Qi Men Dun Jia. It is also designed to enable the
genuine enthusiasts who want to dig deeper into the knowledge, but don't have
the time to do extensive research and prefer to find all the sources of information
in ONE single volume.
BaZi - The Destiny Code Understand the DNA Coding of Your Destiny Just like
DNA to a physical body, BaZi dictates the Destiny Code - that are the talents, the
hidden abilities, the character, strengths, weaknesses, challenges in life, and
achievements - of an individual. In this introductory book on BaZi or Four Pillars
of Destiny, Joey Yap ventures deep into the essence of Personality Analysis to
foster a more accurate and informed understanding, beyond the conventional
Chinese Astrology reading.
This guide contains all the essential Feng Shui information you'll need for 2019.
Discover the Annual Afflictions for 2020 and obtain an all-encompassing view of
the Flying Stars that impact your personal abode and workplace. With an
analysis for all the 8 basic types of Houses in 2020, this year-long reference also
comes with an insightful commentary to personalize your outlook on the Feng
Shui of your property for the entire year, making this one of the most
comprehensive Feng Shui guide out there. What You`ll Learn: - How to avoid the
negative influence of the Annual Three Killings, Grand Duke, Year Breaker and 5
Yellow Star directions for 2020 - Overview of the Annual Flying Stars for 2020 - A
complete Flying Stars outlook for all the 8 Basic Houses in 2020 - A thorough
monthly room-by-room guide to each of the 8 different types of Houses - Flying
Stars Feng Shui Analysis for all twelve months of 2020 with commentary and tips
on the best sector to utilise for the month
The Qi Men Dun Jia Day Charts - San Yuan Method is the perfect deployment
system for events and activities within the duration of 24 hours. Consider this as
your essential Qi Men guide that helps you quickly assess the suitability of a day
minus the hassle and complicated process of Qi Men chart plotting. Make the
most of your day by maximising your Qi Men potential. Complement your study
with the Qi Men Dun Jia Ten Thousand Year Calendar, Qi Men Dun Jia 540
Yang Structure, Qi Men Dun Jia 540 Yin Structure, and with the Qi Men Dun Jia
Compendium.
Manage Your Talent & Have Effective Relationships at the Workplace While
many strive for efficiency in the workplace, it is vital to know how to utilize your
talents. In this book, Janet Yung will take you further on how to use the BaZi
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profiling system as a tool to assess your personality and understanding your
approach to the job. From ways in communicating with your colleagues to
understanding your boss, you will be astounded by what this ancient system can
reveal about you and the people in your life. Tips and guidance will also be given
in this book so that you will make better decisions for your next step in advancing
in your career. What You`ll Learn - Who you are and what motivates you, as
defined by your Day Master and how to manage your strengths. - Understanding
what career roles are best suited for you, what approach you usually take when
interacting with others. - Roles or Profiles do you perform best as an individual
and how you should communicate with people at your work place. - How to
organize your goals, identify your motivations and setting them in motion to make
it happen. Chapter Highlights Chapter Two Managing Ourselves - Assess and
determine the most effective way of working Chapter Three Understanding
Others at Your Workplace Leadership styles and how people communicate with
others What works and how to manage superiors Chapter Six Believing that
Change is Possible Having the right motivations, goals and taking the right
approach
This innovative sourcebook builds a dynamic understanding of China's early
medieval period (220–589) through an original selection and arrangement of
literary, historical, religious, and critical texts. A tumultuous and formative era,
these centuries saw the longest stretch of political fragmentation in China's
imperial history, resulting in new ethnic configurations, the rise of powerful clans,
and a pervasive divide between north and south. Deploying thematic categories,
the editors sketch the period in a novel way for students and, by featuring many
texts translated into English for the first time, recast the era for specialists.
Thematic topics include regional definitions and tensions, governing mechanisms
and social reality, ideas of self and other, relations with the unseen world,
everyday life, and cultural concepts. Within each section, the editors and
translators introduce the selected texts and provide critical commentary on their
historical significance, along with suggestions for further reading and research.
Reach out to the secret of Heaven While many books have been written on the subject of Xuan
Kong Flying Stars Feng Shui, most of them were heavy on theories or were presented in a
deliberately incomplete manner. Well, that was before Joey Yap's Xuan Kong Flying Star Feng
Shui. The first of the Xuan Kong series, this book is presented in an easy-to-read format and
written in a comprehensive all-encompassing manner that provides reader a wealth of Flying
Stars methodologies and applications, at their disposal.
A fascinating and alluring component of Xuan Kong Feng Shui The 81 Flying Star
Combinations offers a modern interpretation of the 81 Combinations, including its 64
Hexagrams, that is suitable for the current times and purposes. An essential reference tool for
any Xuan Kong Feng Shui student and practitioner, the 81 Flying Star Combinations offers you
a complete compilation of forecasts on various life aspects for easy assessment. ?The book
also provides students and practitioners with detailed commentaries and description of each
Flying Star combinations. Now anyone can easily apply the theories and interpretation of the
Xuan Kong Flying Star instantly just by turning to the correct pages of this book.
An Introduction to Yin House Feng Shui Design Your Legacy is Joey Yap’s first book on the
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profound subject of Yin House Feng Shui – the study Feng Shui for burials and tombs.
Although still pretty much a hidden practice that is largely unexplored by modern literature, the
significance of Yin House Feng Shui has permeated through the centuries – from the creation
of the imperial lineage of emperors in ancient times to the iconic leaders who founded modern
China. This book unveils the true essence of Yin House Feng Shui with its significant
applications that are unlike the myths and superstition which have for years, overshadowed the
genuine practice. Discover how Yin House Feng Shui – the true precursor to all modern Feng
Shui practice can be used to safeguard the future of your descendants and create a lasting
legacy.
Timing is Everything At the core of Date Selection practise resides the idea of 'doing the right
thing, at the right time'. With Personal Date Selection, you can learn how to infuse positive
energies present at a specific time into any activity you're embarking to have greater chances
of success. From signing business contracts, to moving into a new house, or to making a
marriage proposal - a good auspicious date is nothing but essential to the make-or-break of
these important endeavours.
The Outcome of a Day - In Your Hands If you're carrying out activities or events that stretch
within a day's duration, the Qi Men Dun Jia Day Chart is the right deployment for you! Think of
this book as a speedy Qi Men deployment system that allows you to rapidly assess the
potential of a day without doing any of the hard work normally associated with Qi Men chart
plotting. Get the most out of Qi Men, and get the most out of your day! What You'll Learn:
Comprehensive references of all Qi Men Dun Jia Chart componentsAn introduction to the
fundamental concepts of theories of Qi MenThe attributes and representations of the 9 Stars, 8
Doors, 10 Stems and 8 DeitiesThe auspicious and inauspicious qualities of a Qi Men ChartThe
meaning behind each sector of every one of the 120 Qi Men Day Charts
Packed with more than just the conventional analysis of the 12 zodiacs of Chinese Astrology
for 2020, this annual guide provides not only the annual outlook for each animal sign but also
their 12-month outlook for the year. Furthermore, readers will find a personalized outlook for all
60 BaZi Day Pillars (Jia Zi) as well as their respective 12-month mini-analysis. With Joey
Yap’s Chinese Astrology for 2020, you will be able to discover what awaits you in 2019
especially in terms of the four key aspects of life which are your health, wealth, career and
relationships. What You`ll Learn: - Annual outlook for all 12 animal signs - Auspicious and
Inauspicius Stars for each of the Animal signs - 12-month outlook for each of the 12 animal
signs - Annual outlook based on your Personal Day of Birth - Personalised monthly analysis for
each of the 60 Day Pillars
The study of BaZi (Chinese Astrology) is a sophisticated and multi-faceted exploration into how
the simplest information - a person's birth date and time - can reveal a wealth of knowledge
about that particular person's character, temperament, behavioural attributes, luck outcome
and fortune. This BaZi Hour Pillar Useful Gods Reference Series is designed to supplement
the studies and practice of BaZi students and practitioners in helping them understand how
each Hour Pillar defines a BaZi Structure, how to select the Useful Gods and Favourable
Elements of a chart and how to analyze and interpret these Structures. The information in this
series is based on classical methods and techniques that are derived from traditional Chinese
BaZi texts and material. It presents the transliterated version of these traditional texts for the
modern, English-speaking practitioner and student without losing the essence of the original.
This book focuses on Fire Day Masters. It serves as a functional and helpful reference guide
and includes: The Hour Pillar attributes of Bing and Ding Fire respectively in each of the 12
months. Useful Gods selection reference guide based on the Hour of Birth for each of the 12
months. Learn how to select the Useful Gods and Favourable Elements of a BaZi chart for the
Fire Day Masters in all 12 months of the year based on its Hour of Birth. Detailed classical
commentary on the factors affecting the overall strength of the Day Master and the Hour Pillar
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in 12 different months. Additional Hour Attributes that may affect the Day Master depending on
different Structures and Useful Gods.
Have you ever wondered if today is a good day to start your endeavor? You don't have to
speculate anymore, you too can infuse your activities with the auspicious energies of a good
date. "Feng Shui Personal Date Selection Guide 2021" is an easy to use manual to plan your
events. To know what are the suitable activities for a day, you simply have to refer to that date
and you will know the suitable activities, unsuitable activities, clash years, auspicious and
inauspicious hours. You don't require any prior knowledge of feng shui or zeri. With the help of
"Feng Shui Personal Date Selection guide 2021" you can select suitable dates for important
events such as • opening business, • weddings, • getting engaged, • signing contract, • hiring
employees, • financial dealings, • proposing marriage, • negotiation, • conceiving, • starting
school/higher education, • seeking medical assistance, • starting job, • traveling etc. Feng shui
date guide 2021 contains • suitable activity for the day, • unsuitable activity for the day, •
auspicious hours of the day, • inauspicious hours of the day, • Chinese animal sign of the day
(60 Jia Zhi), • clash animal sign of the day, • clash birth years. "Feng shui personal date
selection guide 2021" is based on the traditional Chinese almanac also known as tong shu, it
uses the powerful methods of 12 officers, three killings, Master Dong Gong, xuan kong da gua
and qi men dun jia. It is the simplified version of the complicated tong shu (Chinese almanac)
and doesn't contain any confusing charts or tables.

A Deeper Journey into The Four Pillars Of Destiny This follow-up title to the best-selling
BaZi book, The Destiny Code, takes reader deeper into the study of BaZi and explores
the elemental relationships of Clash, Combination, Harm, Punishment and Destruction.
The Destiny Code Revealed shows you, step-by-step, how to deepen your journey into
your own personal Destiny Chart, and unlocks new information and insights into your
own Destiny.
"As the first substantial investigation of commercial art in China, Selling Happiness
explains how the early twentieth century Chinese public came in accept Western style
art as mainstream and the heretofore ignored process by which the Chinese art world
became (in some sectors at least) thoroughly cosmopolitan. A monumental study of the
most important genre of modern Chinese commercial art, this volume will appeal not
only to historians of Chinese art but also to those interested in literary, economic, and
social history. It will be an essential resource for comparative studies of visual
culture."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell North America,
Inc. All Rights Reserved
The ancient Chinese were profoundly influenced by the Sun, Moon and stars, making
persistent efforts to mirror astral phenomena in shaping their civilization. In this
pioneering text, David W. Pankenier introduces readers to a seriously understudied
field, illustrating how astronomy shaped the culture of China from the very beginning
and how it influenced areas as disparate as art, architecture, calendrical science, myth,
technology, and political and military decision-making. As elsewhere in the ancient
world, there was no positive distinction between astronomy and astrology in ancient
China, and so astrology, or more precisely, astral omenology, is a principal focus of the
book. Drawing on a broad range of sources, including archaeological discoveries,
classical texts, inscriptions and paleography, this thought-provoking book documents
the role of astronomical phenomena in the development of the 'Celestial Empire' from
the late Neolithic through the late imperial period.
Written and Compiled Exclusively for Every Qi Men Enthusiast Qi Men Dun Jia is an
interesting subject. But mastering it takes time. From plotting out countless Qi Men
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Charts (1,080 to be precise) to tediously scrutinizing every sector - and repeating this
process for every single forecast, Qi Men is energy draining at best. With this book,
Joey Yap has drawn up all the Qi Men 540 Yang Structure Charts and presented every
single one of them in an easy-to-understand format, along with description of every
sector in a simplified manner. Welcome to Qi Men in the 21st century. This book is best
read with the Qi Men Dun Jia 540 Yin Structure, the Qi Men Dun Jia Ten Thousand
Year Calendar, and with the Qi Men Dun Jia Compendium.
Benefit from the Qi of the Year the Qi Men Way Assessing year-long activities or
endeavours and analysing world events are made easy with the Qi Men Year Charts.
This book is your quick reference to deploy this technique with just a flip of the page –
helping you to rapidly assess the potential of the year without the hassle of undergoing
the tedious Qi Men chart-plotting process. Take advantage of the annual positive
energy to make every year your best year yet! Complement your study with the Qi Men
Dun Jia Ten Thousand Year Calendar, Qi Men Dun Jia 540 Yang Structure, Qi Men
Dun Jia 540 Yin Structure, and with the Qi Men Dun Jia Compendium.
Previous translations and descriptions of Li Qingzhao are molded by an image of her as
lonely wife and bereft widow formed by centuries of manipulation of her work and
legacy by scholars and critics (all of them male) to fit their idea of a what a talented
woman writer would sound like. The true voice of Li Qingzhao is very different. A new
translation and presentation of her is needed to appreciate her genius and to account
for the sense that Chinese readers have always had, despite what scholars and critics
were saying, about the boldness and originality of her work. The introduction will lay out
the problems of critical refashioning and conventionalization of her carried out in the
centuries after her death, thus preparing the reader for a new reading. Her songs and
poetry will then be presented in a way that breaks free of a narrow autobiographical
reading of them, distinguishes between reliable and unreliable attributions, and also
shows the great range of her talent by including important prose pieces and seldom
read poems. In this way, the standard image of Li Qingzhao, exemplied by a handful of
her best known and largely misunderstood works, will be challenged and replaced by a
new understanding. The volume will present a literary portrait of Li Qingzhao radically
unlike the one in conventional anthologies and literary histories, allowing English
readers for the first time to appreciate her distinctiveness as a writer and to properly
gauge her achievement as a female alternative, as poet and essayist, to the male
literary culture of her day.
This book presents a unique approach for studying mechanisms and machines with
drawings that were depicted unclearly in ancient Chinese books. The historical, cultural
and technical backgrounds of the mechanisms are explained, and various mechanisms
described and illustrated in ancient books are introduced. By utilizing the idea for the
conceptual design of modern mechanisms, all feasible designs of ancient mechanisms
with uncertain members and joints that meet the technical standards of the subjects’
time periods are synthesized systematically. Ancient Chinese crossbows (the original
crossbow and repeating crossbows), textile mechanisms (silk-reeling mechanism,
spinning mechanisms, and looms), and many other artisan's tool mechanisms are used
as illustrated examples. Such an approach provides a logical method for the
reconstruction designs of ancient mechanisms with uncertain structures. It also
provides an innovative direction for researchers to further identify the original structures
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of mechanisms and machines with drawings in ancient literature. This book can be
used as a textbook and/or supplemental reading material for courses related to history
of ancient (Chinese) machinery and creative mechanism design for senior and graduate
students.
Revealing the inner secrets of moles. The book delves into the inner meanings of moles
and what they reveal about the personality and destiny of an individual. Complemented
by fascinating illustrations and Joey Yaps easy-to-understand commentaries and
guides, this book takes a deeper focus into a Face Reading subject, which can be used
for everyday decisions -- from personal relationships to professional dealings and many
others.
The Steampunk 2014 calendar captures the beauty of the steampunk movement within its
sixteen-months. Steampunk is a burgeoning counter-cultural movement; a genre, community,
and art form. The steampunk movement seeks to recapture the spirit of invention, adventure,
and craftsmanship reminiscent of early-nineteenth-century industrialization, in part to restore a
sense of wonder to a technology-jaded world.
Faces of Fortune 2Joey Yap Research Group Qi Men Dun Jia Day Charts : Five Charm
MethodJoey Yap Research Group
I Ching Acupuncture - The Balance Method is a system of acupuncture point selection based
on the principles of Chinese philosophy and classic Chinese texts, including the I Ching, Nei
Jing Su Wen and Ling Shu. In this unique book Dr. Twicken presents classic Chinese
philosophical models that explain the relationships between philosophy, Chinese medical
principles, acupuncture channels and the human body. The models are the He Tu, Luo Shu
Nine Palaces, Early Heaven Ba Gua, Later Heaven Ba Gua, Twelve-Stage Growth Cycle,
Stems and Branches and the Chinese calendar. These models and theories clearly show the
relationships between the acupuncture channels and the human body and provide guiding
theory for acupuncture strategies and point selection. I Ching Acupuncture presents six
Balance Methods. This clinically effective system of acupuncture is based on minimal and
distal acupuncture treatments. I Ching Acupuncture - The Balance Method is a valuable and
effective acupuncture system that can complement any practice.

This is the first ever English transliteration of Dong Gong's work. It has been designed to serve
as both a reference text for practitioners, and a learning aid, for those studying BaZi, Zi Wei
and Date Selection . In addition to Dong Gong's commentaries on each 60 Jia Zi in the 12
Solar Months, which have been translated and edited for clarity, there is a complete reference
section on the Auxiliary Stars, as well as the 60 Jia Zi Na Yin referenced by Dong Gong in his
works. This book serves as both a reference text for practitioners, and a learning aid, for those
studying BaZi, Zi Wei and Date Selection. In addition to Dong Gong's commentaries on each of
the 60 Jia Zi.
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